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Introduction
The preliminary results here are based on two joumeys to Northem Somalia
in December 1987 and in March/April 1988 mainly to the Darror Valley and to
the area of Bosasso. As a part of the Special Research Unit 69 at the Technical
University of Berlin, sponsored by the German Research Foundation (DFG),
they were performed to find out whether climate and landscape in Northern
Somalia had changed during the Quatemary in a significant way and if so to
what extent these changes had affected the country and at what time this had
happened. The aim was to establish a chronological time table of Quatemary
events and to compare it with the changes in the Saharan desert belt to the north
or with Central and Eastern Africa.
Palaeoecological knowledge can be deduced from different kind of sources;
reliable statements are expected not from a single type of argument but only
from a whole interdisciplinary spectrum of available hints and as many indications and observations as possible have to be collected to contribute altogether
to a true and veritable picture of the past. Nevertheless, because of limited time
in the field and limited scientific specialists, there was a restriction to selected
types of investigations.

Soil investigations
More than 50 soil sections were described and sampled in the field by K.
Stahr, F. Alaily and B. Lassonczyk. Some of them, especially hydromorphic soils.
29
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were embedded within Quatemary sediments. Vertisols occurred here and
there, but orthic solonchacs predominated on most surfaces. Detailed analyses
in the laboratories shall provide an overview over climatic induced weathering
types and soil forming processes during different times in the past.

Prehistoric archaeology
Prehistoric man left numerous relics, which show various periods of fairly
good living conditions in that area. Lower Stone Age remains are rare, restricted
to single handaxes of dubious origin (Fig. 1), but a Middle Stone Age complex is
rather well represented. Stone artefacts of this type cover slopes and terraces or

Fig. 1. Handaxe made of chert, found near the spring travertine of Lac, 20 km west of Karin,
Bosasso area.
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Fig. 2. Upper Palaeolithic artefacts made of chert, from the surface of the spring travertine of Lac,
20 km west of Karin, Bosasso area.

are even embedded in the base levels of fluvial deposits. In the middle and
upper layers of several sections artefacts of Late Stone Age type are to be found
(Fig. 2) and on the top of them Neolithic habitation sites with few ceramic
sherds and ancient fireplaces; the latter, the so-called "stone places" (Gabriel
1987) occur still in modern times. The late Preislamic period is documented
especially by large graveyards with dozens, sometimes hundreds of tombs of
different types. They are called "Galla graves" (Lewis 1961, cf. Jonsson 1983),
but in reality their ethnic origin and their age are unknown. A wooden piece of
the inner construction of a destroyed tomb near Meledeene in the Darror Valley
had the radiocarbon age of 1,130 ± 50 B.P. (Hv 15303, see Table 1). It seems that
the graveyards represent a 1st millennium A.D. to medieval period of dense
population with a sedentary way of life and better living conditions than today.
Special architectural elements, like stone pavements and alignments with orientation east or south-east (Gabriel 1970; 1993), may indicate cultural relations to
similar phenomena in the Sahara from where the immigration may have taken
place (Brandt and Carder 1987; Clark 1980). The "stone places" on the other hand,
cannot be interpreted in the same way as in the Sahara where they mostly are
the fireplaces of Neolithic cattle herders (Gabriel 1977; 1987). Here in Somalia
they originate from nomadic people during the last millennium. A series of
charcoal data from the Darror Valley ranged between 715 ± 50 B.P. (Hv 15306)
and recent times (Table 1).
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Table 1
Radiocarbon dates from Northem Somalia.
No. of lab. Radiocarbon
(Hannover)
age B.P.

Geogr.
coordinates

Hv 15303

17,660 ±300

Hv 15304

1,130 ± 50

Hv 15306

715 ± 50

Hv 15305

485 ± 55

Hv 15308

440 ± 60

Hv 15310

435 ± 60

Hv 15309

405 ± 55

Hv 15311

370 ± 50

Hv 15307

195 ± 70

Hv 15312

110 ± 60

Hv 15313

(75 ± 55)

49°15'E10°58'N
49°42'E10°29'N
49°46'E10°35'N
49°46'E10°35'N
50°18'E10°23'N
50°13'E10°15'N
50°19'E10°28'N
49°17'E10°45'N
50°18'E10°23'N
50°11'E10°07'N
49°43'E10°27'N

Dated
material

Dated matter
and locality

organic mud

mud layers below calcareous tufa near
Karin
piece of wood wooden construction in the interior of a
tumulus, 15 km SW Meledeene
charcoal
stone place, 10 km SSE of Ufeyn
charcoal

stone place, 10 km SSE of Ufeyn

charcoal

stone place, 12 km NE of Escushuban

charcoal

stone place, 4 km S of Escushuban

charcoal

stone place, 25 km NE of Escushuban

charcoal

stone place, 13 km E of Kalabeit

charcoal

stone place, 12 km NE of Escushuban

charcoal

fireplace besides a tomb, 10 km S of
Escushuban
stone place, 20 km S of Meledeene

charcoal

Fluvial terraces
A sequence of at least three, sometimes four different fluvial terraces exists in
many of the wadis (Clark 1954; Mussi 1975). They seem to indicate a changing
climatic regime of erosion and accumulation, but they are difficult to date as
they mostly consist of pebbles or gravel and sand and do not yield much
palaeoecological information. Therefore it was more valuable to look for fossil
bearing accumulations of fine material which had possibilities for dating by
archaeological, radiocarbon and other isotopic methods; such deposits occur
in several parts of the survey area.

The Karin Formation
Near Karin, some 40 km south of Bosasso, over more than 10 square
kilometers the valley floor is covered by a sequence of Middle and Late Quaternary sediments (Fig. 3). They are well exposed in numerous sections and have a
thickness of about 10 to 12 m. Pebbles at their base are consolidated by a calcareous matrix. This conglomerate is overlain sometimes by travertine, sometimes by calcareous crusts. Altemating sands, silts, marls, hydromorphic soils,
sometimes rich in gypsum, follow in the middle part of the sections. The se-
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Fig. 3. Standard section of the Karin Formation. The euxinic mud layers at the base of the top travertine yielded a radiocarbon date of 17,660 ± 300 B.P. (after Gabriel et al. 1989).

quence continues normally with euxinic mud deposits, which are intercalated
with thin layers of travertine. On top the sections are sealed by tufa or travertine
which can reach a thickness of 4 m.
Usually the dark mud horizons are rich in organic matter. Apart from microfossils like ostracodes, foraminifera and charophytic remains they contain at
least 7 different species of snails (Table 2). They indicate a lacustrine environment most likely with freshwater; the salt content may have changed laterally or
vertically in the sequences. After the desiccation of the lakes or of parts of them,
small snails (Ceciliodes munzingeri det. H. Schiitt) intruded into the swampy soils
and lived from organic matter in the subsoil up to a depth of 2 m. From some
artefacts in several sections a Mid-Pleistocene age for the conglomerates at the
base and an End-Pleistocene to Early Holocene age for the upper layers was estimated. On the surfaces of the accumulations Late Palaeolithic tools and potsherds of presumed Neolithic date marked the end of the sedimentation. The
first radiocarbon date of one of the fossil bearing mud horizons 3.80 m below
the top travertine had an age of 17,660 + 300 B.P. (Hv 15303). This is astonishing when compared to previous results all over Central and Eastem Africa.
Nearly all authors presume a cool and dry climate for that time until the beginning of the Early Holocene wet period at about 12,000 B.P. (Bonnefille and
Hamilton 1986; Brook 1986; Flohn and Nicholson 1980; Gasse 1980; Gasse et al.
1980; Humi 1981; Messerli and Frei 1985; Rognon 1976; van Zinderen Bakker
1982; Williams 1985).
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Table 2
Fossil content of lacustrine sediments (ca. 17,660 ± 300 B.P.) below calcareous tufa deposits in the
Darror Valley, Northem Somalia.
Frequency

Environment

Characeae (det. I.
Soulie-Marsche)

Type of fossils

Chara sp.
Lamprothamnium sp. (?)

Genus/species

R
R

lacustrine (stagnating waters)
lacustrine (stagnating waters)

Ostracoda (det. K.
Kempf)

Darwinula sp.

R

freshwater

Cyprideis torosa Jones 1850

F

lacustrine, high salinity

Foraminifera
(det. K. Kempf)

Ammonia sp.

F

brackish water

Gastropoda
(det. H. Schiitt)

Jubaia excentrica
Mandahl-Barth 1968

N

lacustrine, eurytherm,
stenohaline)

Assiminea (Eussoia) aethiopica
Thiele 1927

RR

amphibian

Melanoides tuberculata
O.F. Miiller 1774

N

lacustrine, eurytherm,
euryhaline

Lymnaea natalensis
Krauss 1848

RR

lacustrine, freshwater

Gyraulus cockbumi
Godwin-Austen 1883

RR

stagnating or slowly moving
freshwater, eurytherm,

Biomphalaria pfeifferi
Krauss 1848

F

Ceciliodes munzingeri
Jickeli 1873

RR

lacustrine, freshwater
subterraneous
(in humid soils)

R - rare; RR - repeated; F - frequent; N - numerous.

Similar deposits near Escushuban and Elayo
Very similar sequences are exposed south of Elayo, here and there intercalated with marine strata which include oysters; on a large scale they occur in
the Darror Valley some 6 km west of Escushuban (Fig. 4). Here conglomerates at
the base, dark mud horizons with snails of the same species as at Karin, and
thick travertine deposits on the top, some layers with artefacts, show that this
type of accumulation was not a local exception but was obviously linked with a
certain climatic period; in some other regions (e.g. 23 km south of Las Daoue) at
the same period, the content of organic matter, clay and calcium carbonate or
other evaporites is much less.
Older travertine covers
West of the Escushuban as well as near Karin it is obvious that there exist
much older but undated travertine layers. They occur as widespread, horizontal,
deeply dissected covers on the top of red soils and fluvial deposits. We must
wait for Uranium/Thorium determinations such as those which Brook (1986)
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Fig. 4. Cross-section of the Darror Valley, 6 km west of Escushuban, with a Higher, Middle and Lower
terrace. The Middle terrace seems to correspond to the Karin Formation (after Gabriel et al. 1989).

got from cave speleothems and spring tufa in Northern Somalia. The 16 dates
ranged between 5,000 and 260,400 B.P. with distinct clusters around 255,000
B.P., 175,000 B.P., 80,000 B.P. and the Early Holocene. Surely there have been
several periods of increased travertine formation in that area, and elevated outcrops near Karin and Escushuban may easily be of Early Pleistocene or PrePleistocene age.

Other types of tufa and travertine formation
Besides the already mentioned horizontal sheets - the genesis of which is
still to be explained - there exist at least four other types of calcareous deposits
during the Quatemary:
1. One is linked to former springs, coming out of mountain slopes and leaving huge masses of spring travertine with snail shells and casts of plants and leaves.
Examples of this type are found near Karin or near the small village Lac, 20 km
west of Karin. The deposits there are about 30 m high and 100 to 300 m long;
2. Another type is a result of sinter dams developing across running water
channels by precipiting calcium carbonate. Small lakes accumulated behind
those barriers and with overflows the deposits grew higher and higher. Impressive examples of this type are to be seen in the valleys of Ufeyn, where one of
the nearly vertical travertine walls has a height of about 40 m;
3. Cave speleothems are mentioned by Brandt and Brook (1984) and by
Brook (1986) from the westem part of Northem Somalia. In the area of Bosasso
and in the Darror Valley they seem to be not very well represented;
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4. A layer of porous limestone in secondary deposition covers many moimtain slopes. It may be more than 2 m thick and can incorporate slope debris, but
contrasts clearly with the underlying geological strata. This can be observed in
caves where the old cover has been destroyed by weathering. Examples of this
type are well seen near Karin and east of Bosasso.
Conclusions
Previous work on Quaternary changes of landscape and climate at the Hom
of Africa (Brandt 1986; Brandt et al. 1984; Brook 1986; Clark 1954; Mussi 1975;
Parkinson 1932; Stefanini 1933) nearly all stressed that further research was
essential. Ecological conditions have certainly changed several times in the
region but amplitudes of those oscillations seem to have been less high than in
the Sahara where severe differences still within the last 20,000 years can easily
be shown (see for example Gabriel 1977; 1986). The landscape of Northem
Somalia never seems to have suffered from hyper aridity, nor are periods of
high humidity discernible. Today the country is not a real desert and its semiaridity sustains a relatively dense vegetation including many different woody
species. No thick sediment series of pluvial lakes, as in the Sahara, have been
found, nor did similar quantities and different types of prehistoric relics or
faunal remains to the Sahara appear. The fossil soil record was poor as well. The
changes are less obvious than in the Sahara and maybe were less intense. Brandt
(1988) speaks of a "dramatic contrast" in respect to these climatic oscillations
but this reflects the necessity of trying to quantify the results; this and exact age
determinations of the different periods will be the main problems in the future.
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